Detecting an itinerant microwave photon with high efficiency is an outstanding problem in microwave photonics and its applications. We present a scheme to detect an itinerant microwave photon in a transmission line via the nonlinearity provided by a transmon in a driven microwave resonator. By performing continuous measurements on the output field of the resonator we theoretically achieve an over-unity signal-to-noise (SNR) for a single shot measurement and 84% distinguishability between zero and one microwave photon with a single transmon and 90% distinguishability with two cascaded transmons. We also show how the measurement diminishes coherence in the photon number basis thereby illustrating a fundamental principle of quantum measurement: the higher the measurement efficiency, the greater is the decoherence.
Quantum photodetection has a long history, almost as old as quantum optics beginning with the theoretical work of Glauber [1] and Mandel [2] in the early 1960s. Since then, both the theory and technology of photodetection have advanced dramatically. Conventional photon detectors, such as avalanche photodiode (APD) and photomultiplier tube (PMT), have been widely used in research. However, they destroy the target photon after detection. There are a number of schemes for quantum non-demolition (QND) photon detection [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] but typically they require a high-Q cavity for storing the signal mode (single photon to be detected) and a leaky cavity for manipulating and detecting the probe mode. Thus, during one lifetime of the single photon, the probe mode can have many cycles to amplify the detected signal. This type of detection requires repeated measurements and the high-Q cavity limits the bandwidth of photodetection. In the microwave regime the non-absorbing detection of photons is more challenging. Here we propose a scheme for non-absorbing, high efficiency detection of single itinerant microwave photons via the nonlinearity provided by an artificial superconducting atom, a transmon [9] .
In our previous work [10] , we showed that it is impossible to detect a single microwave photon with signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) greater than unity using a three-level transmon in an open transmission line, due to the saturation effect of transmon response to the probe intensity. In the present work, some important modifications of our previous model are made: we separate the probe and signal tones into two channels, specifically, the probe field is a microwave cavity mode and the signal photon is propagating in a semi-infinite open transmission line [11, 12] . This is experimentally achievable thanks to the [1] * stace@physics.uq.edu.au [2] † milburn@physics.uq.edu.au excellent anharmonicity of the transmon. In this configuration, the field-atom coupling has significant enhancement compared to the dissipation. The single microwave photon number information is extracted by weak continuous measurements of the probe. For a single transmon, an over-unity SNR (SNR=1.2) has been demonstrated in our simulation, which corresponds to 84% chance to correctly identify a single-photon. To further discriminate a single photon state from the vacuum, two cascaded transmons are utilized and the probability to correctly identify the single photon increases to 90% . An important feature of our model is that, unlike most QND photon detection proposals, the target single microwave photon in our model is an itinerant photon pulse, offering the chance of detecting relatively wide-band single microwave photons.
The scheme for single microwave photon detection is shown in Fig. 1 . A transmon is embedded at one end of a semi-infinite transmission line, coupling with a target single microwave photon at its lowest transition. Also, it is coupled to a coherently-driven microwave resonator at its second transition, used as a probe tone for discrimination of the target photon state. This unit can be cascaded using circulators to achieve higher detection efficiency; a similar structure has been used in [8] . In the following, the case of a single transmon and two cascaded transmons will be investigated. The detection process includes two parts: generation of nonlinear interaction between the probe field and the target photon (control field); and the Homodyne detection of the probe field.
First, we will discuss the detection process using a single transmon. The Hamiltonian describing the single unit in a rotating frame is given by
whereâ(â † ) are the annihilation (creation) operators of the cavity field. g is the coupling strength between the cavity field and the transmon 1 ↔ 2 transition and E When there is no photon in the transmission line, the transmon, prepared in its ground state, cannot be excited to upper energy levels and thus it is transparent to the cavity field; with the presence of the single photon, the cavity field will experience a change due to the interaction with the transmon. A second transmon-cavity unit can be cascaded through a circulator for better distinguishing the single microwave photon state from vacuum state. is the driving amplitude. The detunings are defined as
The system dynamics conditioned continuous measurements can be described by the cascaded, stochastic master equation [13] :
where
and the corresponding Homodyne photocurrent is
where dW is the white noise variable satisfying
ĉ is the annihilation operator of the source cavity mode and γ c is the decay rate of the source cavity, where the target single photon comes from. The phase angle φ is selected by tuning the local oscillator phase. The superoperators D and H are defined as
Prior to arrival of a single photon, the cavity is driven to its steady state with a strong coherent driving, and there is no interaction with the transmon since the transmon is prepared initially in its ground state. At a particular time t 0 , a single photon is sent to the system and the transmon will be excited to the middle state, leading to the cavity-transmon interaction and thus producing a change in the cavity field. Since the single photon only interacts with the system for a finite time, the cavity field moves away from the study state amplitude but in the long tie limit it relaxes back to the steady state. Therefore time dependent Homodyne signals are required to detect the single photon. To quantitatively estimate how well we can determine the input photon state, we perform stochastic simulation using Eq. (2) to generate histograms with respect to the initial vacuum state and initial single photon state. If these two histograms are well resolved, then the presence of the single photon can be detected with confidence. The effective signal, S 1,0 , is defined as the integrated Homodyne currents over the interaction time, which is also called Box car filter, S 1,0 = T t0 I(t) 1,0 dt. For Gaussian distributed signals, the SNR can be calculated from the standard formulae SN R =S
, with 0, 1 for the presence/absence of the single photon. We have also used a better linear filter, the response function filter, and the filtered Homodyne signal is:
where the response function h(t) = I uc (t). I uc is the unconditional measurement result, which is the average response of the cavity to the incident photon. Due to the nonlinear interaction between the probe field and the transmon, histograms of statistics will be non Gaussian. In this situation, the usual SNR is not the best criterion to justify the detection efficiency. Thus, we introduce an alternative measure, called the distinguishability P c , defined as the probability of correctly reporting the presence of the single photon given that one was injected. It is defined as
where N is the total trajectory number and S th is the threshold value. Fig. 2 presents the optimal stochastic simulation results of single microwave photon detection using a single transmon. Left axis is for the histograms of integrated Homodyne currents with the presence and absence of the single microwave photon and the right axis is for the distinguishability P c between the two possible photon states. The SNR is about 1.2 calculated from the statistics and the distinguishability is about 84%. A significant improvement has been made compared to the configuration used in [10] , in which case the SNR is 0.47. If the linear filter is replaced by some nonlinear filters, like hypothesis testing [14, 15] , better detection performance could be expected. A good cavity, with a long life time, is chosen to make best use of the single-photon induced transmon excitation. Accordingly, the input photon pulse must be a relatively long pulse, matching the long cavity life time. With a long pulse and a good cavity, during the interaction time of the photon with the system, the intra-cavity field changes dramatically, which is not directly bounded by the transmon population. While in the transmission line case, the change in the probe is the atomic polarization σ 12 , which is in principle smaller than σ 11 also smaller than 1. After the main part of the photon leaves the system, the transmon excitation will drop to zero very soon due to the relaxation of the transmon. However, at this stage, the induced cavity field is still around its maximum point and then gradually decays to the steady state. This results in a much larger integrated Homodyne signal over the measurement time, although it does limit the average detection rate of a train of single photons.
As mentioned before, the asymmetry or the distortion from a Gaussian distribution of the histogram for |1 results from the nonlinear interaction. A large detuning δ 2 ≫ g, κ, γ is chosen, so that the effective interaction Hamiltonian of the probe field and transmon is H ef f = g 2 δ2â †âσ
11 , which indicates a cross-Kerr type interaction between them. The middle state population σ 11 is determined by the presence or absence of the single photon, so that the transmon induces a large nonlinearity between the single photon and the cavity field.
Next, to further improve the distinguishability, we cascade another transmon using a circulator in the transmission line, with a separate probe cavity. The first and second transmons are labeled as transmon A and transmon B, respectively. Since our detection process is nonabsorbing, the single microwave photon will first pass transmon A and then pass transmon B, resulting in dynamical shifts for both cavity modes. Hence, one photon induced two sets of Homodyne currents, which will give a √ 2 improvement in SNR, in principle. For reduction of computational resources, we unravel the master equation using a number of stochastic processes, including quantum jump and quantum state diffusion [13, 16] . In our model, there are four stochastic processes, three quantum diffusion processes for two cavity fields and relaxation to the transmission line from transition 1 ↔ 2 and one quantum jump process for the single photon pulse. When there is no detection of the target microwave photon, the evolution of the unnormalized system wave function ψ is governed by
where we have defined J = √ γ cĉ †ĉ + j=A,B γ j 01σ j 01
and
When there is a detection of the control photon, the system state will experience a collapse as ψ =Ĵ ψ
For both "no detection" and "detection" cases, the wave function has to be normalized as |ψ = ψ / ψ ψ .
After performing 8000 trajectories, the two set of data from transmon A and transmon B are obtained. In Fig.  3 (a) , the scatter plot of the two set of Homodyne signals (S A1 , S A0 ; S B1 , S B0 ) are presented. The majority of the two data sets are distinct with only a small proportion overlapped. To see the exact proportion of the overlap, we average over the two sets of data, S AB = (S A +S B )/2. In Fig. 3 (b) , the histogram of S AB is shown and the Distinguishability here reaches 90%. The vacuum and single-photon states can be well resolved with only 10% overlap. This is equivalent to using the linear boundary of S B + S A = 2S 1 as a criterion to classify the two sets of data in (a). As expected, the SNR is improved from 1.2 to 1.7 with an approximate √ 2 improvement factor. For ideal Gaussian distribution, P c = 0.84 will be improved to 0.915 when the SNR has a √ 2 improvement. Loss in the distinguishability comes from the non-Gaussian property and also a slight degradation due to the second transmon. Now, we turn to consider some more general measurement induced effects on the target pulse. According to the general understanding of measurement, good measurement of photon number should cause a decoherence in the number basis. For quantum non-demolition (QND) number measurement, the number information is perfectly preserved since in this type of systems the number operator commutes with the system Hamiltonian so the diagonal elements of the inout state in the umber bassi should be unchanged by measurement. However, physical quantities that do not commute with photon number of the target signal should see added noise. Here we show extra phase noise or pulse distortion caused by QND type measurement, but with number information perfectly preserved. The time evolution for the output single photon flux at different distinguishabilities along with the reference (the flux of the input photon) are ploted in Fig. 4 (a) . As the distinguishability between photon states increases, the fidelity between the input and output signal photon decreases, with the total photon number (integrated integrated flux) the same as that of the reference photon. The dip in the photon flux curves comes from the destructive interference between the input field and the transmon polarization. For one transmon, one dip appears on the flux curve and while for two transmons there are two dips. This is because there is a time delay between the excitations of the two transmons induced by the single photon.
Another effect induced by measurements is decoher- ence. A similar case, qubit measurement induced dephasing, has been discussed in [17, 18] . Supposeĉ is an operator of the field to be measured. In a QND field number measurement, [ĉ †ĉ , H s ] = 0, while [ĉ, H s ] = 0 and so that the field coherence quantity ĉ is not preserved during the interaction. With a pure Fock state |1 as input, there is no coherence even for the initial state. Therefore, to witness the decoherence effect, we take a superposition state
(|0 + |1 ) as the initial state and see how a(t) evolves in the measurement process. In Fig. 4(b) , the time evolution for field coherence at different distinguishability are presented: the gray dashed curve is the reference curve, the coherence of the input state, and the solid curves are the system output curves calculated from the systems with a single transmon and cascaded two transmons. The better is the distinguishability, the faster the loss of the decoherence and when the correct probability P c at 90%, the field coherence reduces very rapidly to zero. Therefore, while "QND" number measurement ensures that number information of the target system is undisturbed, other physical quantities are changed.
Our scheme is not only suitable for detecting photons at few GHz, it is also applicable to optical photon or other bosonic excitation detection using similar structures. The only disadvantage of our detection scheme is the relative long response time due to the requirement of a good cavity for probe field. Despite this, we believe that our proposal is a promising model for building a nonabsorbing high-efficiency counter for itinerant microwave photons.
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